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In this paper, stochastic models for the cross-correlation
of multiple channels are established based on
measurement data collected using a wideband multipleinput multiple-output relay Band Exploration and
Channel Sounder system at 3.7 GHz. We propose models
for the cross-correlation characteristics of large-scale
parameters (LSPs) between two links, that is, the base
station and mobile station (MS) link and the relay station
and MS link. The LSPs include shadow fading, Rician Kfactor, delay spread, angle spread of arrival, and angle
spread of departure. Furthermore, models are established
for the cross-correlation of the small-scale fading in the
impulse responses of two links. The statistics of these
model parameters are investigated as functions of
geometrical features of the multilink. They are extracted
from a large amount of cross-correlation observations,
which are obtained in three measurement sites along more
than one hundred measurement routes. These models can
be used together with the standard single-link channel
models for the generation of correlated components, for
example, path clusters, in two separate channels.
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I. Introduction
Radio channel modeling based on measurements is an
established field with a rich amount of literature. However, the
recent development of new transmission schemes in
telecommunications has created new radio channels for which
appropriated channel models do not exist. The cooperative
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channel is an example
[1].
The cooperative MIMO technique has been one of the most
extensively surveyed topics in this area over the past few years.
The technique is a promising method for improving spectrum
efficiency and has been adopted in the fourth-generation (4G)
wireless communications standards [2], [3].
Using cooperative MIMO techniques, such as coordinated
multipoint (CoMP) transmission, cooperative relays, and
beamforming, allows multiple devices to be exploited between
a source and destination to emulate a conventional MIMO to
enhance the capacity and mitigate interference. These
techniques can be used in different contexts depending on the
channel correlation. For example, cooperative beamforming
relies on the coherent property of the propagation channels
from multiple sources to the destination. Others may depend
more on the uncorrelated behavior of multiple coexisting links,
as spatial macroscopic diversity gains are expected.
Propagation environments may introduce high crosscorrelations among multiple channels owing to the
deterministic components induced by line-of-sight (LOS) and
dominant non-LOS propagation paths and to the similar
propagations experienced by signals in different links [4], [5].
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Realistic models characterizing these cross-correlation
behaviors are important for the design and performance
evaluation of various cooperative techniques.
The characteristics of a wireless channel can be divided into
large- and small-scale characteristics. Classic channel
parameters such as delay spread (DS) and Rician K-factor (KF)
are examples of the large-scale characteristics of a wireless
channel. The small-scale characteristics of a wireless channel
are determined through multipath propagation and a Doppler
shift of each path and are conveyed in the channel impulse
response (CIR).
Existing channel models, for example, the 3GPP spatial
channel model (SCM) [6], the WINNER II channel model [7],
and the IMT-Advanced channel model [8], focus on the
characterization of single-link propagation channels, for
example, between a transmitter (TX) and a receiver (RX). The
joint characteristics of two channels, particularly the crosscorrelation of their parameters, are only briefly addressed in
these models.
Recently, the modeling of a cross-correlation between
multilink channels has been given significant attention [9]-[13].
Previous work in [10] investigated the cross-correlation of
shadow fading (SF) in a suburban environment between
multilink channels. It ranges from 0.02 to 0.43 and appears to
be independent of the angle between the mobile and cell sites,
which ranges from 66º to 148º. In addition, in [11], the
correlation properties of SF as a function of the angle between
two PCS base stations (BSs) over urban, light-urban, and
suburban terrains were presented. A slight linearly decreasing
trend based on angular separation was noted with a peak
correlation of about 0.2 at very small angles. Statistically
significant correlations among different SF experienced on
different links in a multihop wireless network, with correlation
coefficients of up to 0.33, were shown in [12]. Previous works
describing the cross-correlation of a multilink usually focused
on a large-scale parameter (LSP), such as the SF of two
channels. Theoretical and simulation-based characterizations of
the cross-correlation of large-scale fading and small-scale
fading (SSF) between a BS and a mobile station (MS) and
between a relay station (RS) and an MS link were presented in
[14]. However, empirical models are missing in the literature,
mostly owing to a lack of both measurement data and
appropriate approaches for multilink channel modeling.
Furthermore, the modeling of SSF, which is closely related
to the correlation of two components in different channels, has
never been seriously considered, mostly because the
uncorrelated scattering assumption is usually considered valid,
and is therefore adopted in most cases. Recent studies
addressed in [4], [5], and [15] have demonstrated that, for
indoor propagation, the correlation of channels with the same
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location for the TX and different RXs can be significantly high.
This is observable in indoor environments with corridor
structures. The SSF cross-correlation for multiple links has a
great impact on the design of physical layer algorithms utilized
in cooperative and coordinative wireless communications.
Notice that different from single-link channel modeling,
multilink channel modeling has a very flexible combination of
the two links involved. Thus, it is important to model the
multilink channel with respect to sensible variables that exist in
most multilink cases. From this perspective, multilink channel
modeling is not just a simple extension of single-link channel
modeling. Multilink channel measurements should be carefully
designed and conducted using advanced channel sounding
equipment and techniques that can record the observations of
two channels simultaneously.
In this paper, measurement-based radio channel modeling of
the cross-correlation of LSPs and SSF in the BS-MS and RSMS links is presented. The measurement data is collected using
the relay Band Exploration and Channel Sounder (rBECS)
system [16] in downtown residential areas in the Republic of
Korea. Empirical models with sensible variables are identified
for characterizing the general geometrical features of multiple
links. The values of the model parameters are extracted by
fitting theoretical curves to a large amount of samples obtained
in three measurement sites following more than one hundred
measurement routes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II,
the signal model is explained. Section III describes the crosscorrelation of the LSPs of two links. In section IV, the crosscorrelation of the SSF of two links is explained. The modeling
approach of the SSF cross-correlation is also described. In
section V, the measurement campaign is introduced, including
the measurement system and measurement scenarios. Section
VI presents the models extracted from the empirical samples of
the cross-correlation coefficients. Finally, concluding remarks
are given in section VII.

II. Signal Model
The impulse response of a channel can be written as
h ( τ , φTX , φRX ),

(1)

where τ , φTx , and φRx represent the delay, angle of departure
(AoD), and angle of arrival (AoA), respectively.
In the case considered here, there are two links: a BS-MS
link and an RS-MS link. The following notations are used to
represent the i-th snapshot of the impulse responses of the BSMS and RS-MS links, respectively:
hBM ,i ( τ , φTX , φRX ; d BR , d RM , d BM ),
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(2)
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the path loss attributed to the terrain characteristics from the
power of the channel coefficients observed in the small region
and then taking the arithmetic average, which is presented in
(5) of [17]. The Rician KF is calculated based on the method of
moment as specified in [18]. The DS, AoA spread (ASA), and
AoD spread (ASD) are calculated according to their definitions
reported in [19].
Mathematically, the cross-correlation of the LSPs is defined
by

dBM
Base
station
Mobile
station

θ
dBR

dRM

ρ xy =

Relay
station

Fig. 1. Diagram of multilink, that is, links between MS and BS
and between MS and RS.

Cov( x, y )
Cov( x, x)Cov( y, y )

,

(5)

where Cov(x, y) is the cross-covariance between one LSP of
one link and one LSP of the other link.
For notational convenience, we use

(3)

Ω BM = [SFBM , KFBM , DSBM , ASA BM , ASD BM ] T , (6)

where dBR, dRM, and dBM represent the distance between the BS
and RS, RS and MS, and BS and MS, respectively.
Figure 1 shows a geometrical diagram of the multilink
channel of interest in this paper. For a geometrical modeling of
the multilink channel, the following two parameters, that is,
angle of separation and relative distance, are proposed. The
stochastic cross-correlation models constructed for the
multilink channel describe the statistics of the cross-correlation
coefficients with respect to these two parameters. In the
following subsections, the definitions of these parameters are
presented.

Ω RM = [SFRM , KFRM , DSRM , ASA RM , ASD RM ] T , (7)

hRM ,i ( τ , φTX , φRX ; d BR , d RM , d BM ),

1. Angle of Separation
The angle of separation, θ, is the angle between the direct
link between the BS and MS and the direct link between the
RS and MS. The range of θ is 0°< θ < 180°.

2. Relative Distance
The relative distance, d , is defined as
d
d = log10 BM .
d RM

(4)

In the modeling used in this paper, the range of d is chosen
to be from −0.3 to +0.3. When the MS is the same distance
away from the RS and the BS, d = 0.

III. Cross-Correlation of Large-Scale Parameters
Based on the observations of the channel impulse response,
the LSPs, that is, the SF, Rician KF, delay, AoA, and AoD
spreads, are calculated. The SF is obtained by first removing
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to represent the LSP vector of the BS-MS and RS-MS links,
respectively. The cross-correlation of ΩBM and ΩRM with
respect to parameters θ and d is of interest for modeling. The
cross-covariance of ΩBM and ΩRM is defined as
Cov(Ω BM , Ω RM | θ ) = E[(Ω BM − Ω BM )(Ω RM − Ω RM )T | θ ],

(8)
where the realizations of ΩBM and ΩRM are obtained from
measurements with specific values of θ. In addition, ( ⋅ )
represents the expectation of the given argument. Similarly, the
cross-covariance of ΩBM and ΩRM with respect to
parameter d can be calculated as
Cov(Ω BM , Ω RM | d ) = E[(Ω BM − Ω BM )(Ω RM − Ω RM )T | d ].

(9)
The above cross-covariance contains the cross-correlation of
the same and different types of LSPs. To simplify the modeling,
we only consider the cross-correlation of the same type of
LSPs. The cross-correlation coefficients are obtained by
normalizing the entries in Cov( ΩBM , ΩRM ) according to (5).

IV. Cross-Correlation of Small-Scale Fading
In this section, we consider the cross-correlation of the SSF
of two links in the delay domain.
The CIR in the delay consists of multiple path components,
that is,
L

h( τ ) =

∑ α δ (τ − τ ) + n(τ ),
l

l

(10)

l =1
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where l denotes the index of the paths, αl is the complex
attenuation of the l-th path, and n(τ ) represents the complex
white Gaussian noise obtained at delay τ.
The SSF is referred to as the fluctuation of the magnitude of
individual components in the CIR. To mitigate the impact of
noise on the SSF cross-correlation, the power dynamic range is
specified, which equals 5 dB in the considered case and is
applied for choosing the portions of CIR used for the modeling.
Furthermore, since the cross-correlation describes the statistics
of two wide-sense-stationary processes, the cross-correlation of
the channel components is computed based on I independent
observations of the CIRs.
The cross-correlation of the BS-MS CIR, which is denoted
as hBM (τ n ) at delayτ n , and the RS-MS CIR, represented as
hRM (τ m ) at delay τ m , is calculated as

Table 1. Antenna arrays used for measurements.
TX antenna (PLA8)

RX antenna (UCA16)

Array
structure

Planar array

Uniform circular array

Polarization

Dual (H/V)

Dual (H/V)

Center
frequency

3.705 GHz

3.705 GHz

Number of
elements
Element type

8
16
Double layer
Double layer
(4 vertical + 4 horizontal) (8 vertical + 8 horizontal)
Patch

Patch

Element
orientation

ρ hBM hRM (τ n ,τ m )

(

)(

)

*

= Real{E[ hBM (τ n ) − hBM (τ n ) hRM (τ m ) − hRM (τ m ) ]}.

(11)
Notice that only the delay samples of the CIRs with power
belonging to a predefined dynamic range are considered to be
the components for computing the cross-correlation.
Furthermore, the cross-correlation coefficients, with values
within the range of [–1, 1] are obtained by normalization, that is,
ρ hBM hRM (τ n ,τ m )

Picture

where Tn and Tm represent the maximum of delay τ n and
τ m , respectively. In addition, ρ hBM hRM ,mean represents the
mean value of the cross-correlation of the SSF. It is close to
zero with a small variance, regardless of θ and d .

⎧
⎫
*⎤
⎡
⎪ E ⎢ hBM (τ n ) − hBM (τ n ) hRM (τ m ) − hRM (τ m ) ⎥ ⎪
⎪
⎣
⎦ ⎪ . V. Measurement Campaign
= Real ⎨
⎬
⎪ E ⎡ h (τ ) − h (τ ) 2 ⎤ E ⎡ h (τ ) − h (τ ) 2 ⎤ ⎪
BM n
RM m
⎥⎦ ⎪ 1. Measurement System
⎢⎣ BM n
⎥⎦
⎢⎣ RM m
⎪
⎩
⎭

(

)(

)

(12)
The characteristics of the function ρ hBM hRM (τ n ,τ m ) with
respect to θ and d are of interest for modeling. The
following three parameters are considered for characterizing
ρ hBM hRM (τ n ,τ m ) :
the maximum of ρ hBM hRM (τ n ,τ m ) is

ρ hBM hRM ,max = max{ρ hBM hRM (τ n ,τ m )},

(13)

the minimum of ρ hBM hRM (τ n ,τ m ) is

ρ hBM hRM ,min = min{ρ hBM hRM (τ n ,τ m )},

(14)

the standard deviation of ρ hBM hRM (τ n ,τ m ) is

ρ hBM hRM ,std
⎛ 1
=⎜
⎝ TnTm

∫ ( ρh

BM hRM

(τ n ,τ m ) − ρ hBM hRM ,mean

)

2

1/2

⎞
dτ n dτ m ⎟
⎠

,

(15)
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The channel measurement campaign is performed using the
rBECS system, which was designed and manufactured by
ETRI, Daejeon, Republic of Korea [16]. The rBECS system is
a wideband MIMO channel sounder for measuring the spatial
and temporal characteristics of the radio channel at a 3.7 GHz
carrier frequency and 100-MHz bandwidth and was specially
designed for measuring multilink channels simultaneously
when considering various cooperative MIMO communication
scenarios. This system is a configurable channel sounder with
both a transmitter and a receiver and can be used as a BS, RS,
or MS, depending on the selected sounder mode, chosen
according to the user’s need. More detailed characteristics and
the system performance can be found in [16].
For the measurement campaign, we design two kinds of
antenna arrays that are capable of estimating the AoD and AoA
and the polarization of the impinging signals. The TX antenna
array is a 2×4 planar array (PLA8), which has double-layered
antenna elements. The upper layer consists of four vertically
polarized elements, and the remaining four horizontally
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Table 2. Measurement scenarios.
Average building
height (m)

Building
density (%)

No. of
buildings (EA)

Site 1

11.92

28.41

517

Site 2

10.69

28.94

594

Site 3

7.54

28.53

739

polarized elements are aligned linearly at the lower layer. In
each layer, the spacing of each element is λ/2, where λ
represents the wavelength. The RX antenna array is a two-ring
16-element uniform circular array (UCA16). Eight vertically
polarized elements are aligned circularly at the upper layer, and
the lower layer consists of eight horizontally polarized
elements. All element types are of a patch type, and the
diameter of UCA16 is λ. The interlayer distance of PLA8 and
UCA16 is λ/2. Table 1 summarizes the antenna arrays of the
rBECS system.

(a) Site 1

2. Measurement Scenarios
(b) Site 2
The channel measurement campaign is performed in the east
Ilsan district of Goyang, Republic of Korea. Three sites (1, 2,
and 3) are carefully selected based on a geographic information
system (GIS) database, and these sites are typical residential
environments with an average building density of more than
25% (percentage of area covered by buildings), as shown in
Table 2. Figure 2 shows the surrounding environment of each
measurement site.
In this campaign, we consider a scenario in which both the
BS and RS transmit a signal cooperatively to the MS, as shown
in Fig. 1. The measurements are conducted using four different
scenarios, in which the distances between the BS and RS are
(c) Site 3
50 m, 100 m, 200 m, and 400 m. For each scenario, the MS
Fig. 2. Photographs of sites 1, 2, and 3.
measures the BS-MS and RS-MS link channels simultaneously.
Figure 3 shows examples of the measurement routes of one of
the measurement sites.
For the BS and RS, an rBECS system with a PLA8 antenna
is installed on the rooftop of each building. The MS channel
BS
R
RS
R
sounder is carried in a vehicle, while the UCA16 antenna is
R
R
R
mounted over the rooftop of the vehicle. The height of the TX
R
R
antenna for the BS and RS is about 25 m from the ground, and
R
R
R
the height of the RX antenna for the MS is 2 m. As shown in
R
Fig. 3, the MS is moving and gathering channel measurement
R
data along the planned routes of each of the three areas (sites 1,
BS
2, and 3).
RS
MS route
From this measurement campaign, the MS collects measured
data at 1,478 points, 1,662 points, and 1,404 points within the Fig. 3. Measurement routes in one of the measurement sites
(dBR= 50 m).
area of site 1, site 2, and site 3, respectively. At each point, the
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Fig. 4. Scatter plots of estimated path parameters vs. snapshot indices for distance between BS and RS of 50 m: (a) BS-MS link and
(b) RS-MS link.

MS channel sounder measures the channel data of both the BSMS link and the RS-MS link, and 10 cycles (each cycle
contains 8×16 CIRs) are saved within the range of 10λ.
Therefore, a total of 90,880 experimental cycles (4,544 points
× 2 links × 10 cycles) are gathered and used to extract the
multilink channel characteristics from this measurement
campaign.

VI. Models Obtained
The measurement data collected at sites 1, 2, and 3 is
processed using a high-resolution parameter estimation
algorithm, the space-alternating generalized expectationmaximization (SAGE) [20]. The parameters of an individual
path include the delay, Doppler frequency, direction of
departure (azimuth and elevation), direction of arrival (azimuth
and elevation), and polarization matrix. This algorithm, derived
based on the generic specular-path model, has been widely
used for the extraction of path parameters from real
measurement data [21].
We use an example to illustrate the procedure for modeling
the cross-correlation for the BS-MS and RS-MS links. In the
considered scenario, the BS and RS are separated by 50 m. A
total of 35 data acquisitions (DAQs) are recorded for the two
links. Each DAQ contains 10 cycles of data. Thus, 350
snapshots/observations of the channel are available for the BSMS link and for the RS-MS link. The SAGE algorithm is used
to estimate 30 specular propagation paths from the received
data obtained from individual snapshots. The dynamic range of
the CIRs considered for path estimation is set to 30 dB, and the
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number of iterations for updating all parameters of a path once
in the SAGE algorithm is set to 20. Figure 4 illustrates the
scatter plots of the estimated path parameters (delay, AoD, and
AoA) versus the snapshot indices for the BS-MS and RS-MS
links, respectively. The colors of the spots denote the relative
power of the paths. It can be observed from Fig. 4 that the path
distribution is similar for the channels between the two links.
Furthermore, time variant behaviors of the channels in terms of
the path parameter evolution also appear to be quite identical.
This is due to the fact that the MS is moving within a range far
from the BS and RS.
Based on the Global Positioning System information of the
BS, RS, and MS in each measurement snapshot, we compute
the distances between the BS, RS, and MS, which allow
calculating θ and d for individual snapshots. The minimum
and maximum values of θ and d are found first, and the
ranges specified by the minimum and maximum values are
then divided equally into 40 grids. Based on the grids, the
measurement snapshots (90,880 total samples) can be grouped
into 40 groups in θ and d for the modeling, as shown in Fig. 5
through Fig. 8. The cross-correlation coefficients of the LSPs
and the characteristic parameters of the SSF of the BS-MS link
and the RS-MS link are then computed using the snapshots
from each group.
Four types of theoretical curves are considered to fit with the
empirical samples: the regression line and the logarithm
function, each with slope and intersection parameters, and the
truncated Laplacian function and the Gaussian function, each
with a spread parameter and scaling factor. The values of the
parameter in each type of function are determined by finding
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ρSF (θ ) = 0.688 ⋅ exp{−θ 2 / 745},

(16)

ρ KF (θ ) = −0.0324 ⋅ θ + 0.292,

(17)

ρ DS (θ ) = −0.00675 ⋅ θ + 0.557,

(18)

ρ ASA (θ ) = 0.579 ⋅ exp{−θ 2 / 2, 465},

(19)

0.2

ρ ASD (θ ) = −0.225 ⋅ log10 (θ ) + 0.505.
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Cross-correlation coefficient

Figure 5 shows the scatter plot of each of the following
cross-correlation coefficients versus θ: SF, KF, DS, ASA, and
ASD. The theoretical curves fitted to the empirical data are
also plotted. It can be observed that the cross-correlation of all
the LSPs decreases when θ increases. The cross-correlation of
SF, DS, and ASA is high (0.6~0.8) when θ is small. In
addition, the results demonstrate that the cross-correlation of
all the LSPs is close to zero when θ is larger than 60°. These
observations indicate that CoMP and a cooperative relay
scheme are more favorable than the cooperative
beamforming scheme when the angle of separation (θ) of the
BS-MS and RS-MS links is larger than 60° in the considered
environment. When θ is small, the high SF cross-correlation,
as observed in [9], also shows the same result as this analysis.
The analytical models of the cross-correlation of the LSPs
with respect to θ, which have been identified as the best fitted
theoretical curves, can be written as
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Fig. 5. Cross-correlation coefficients of LSPs of BS-MS and RSMS links versus θ: (a) SF, (b) KF, (c) DS, (e) ASA, and
(e) ASD.
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the minimum Euclidean distance between the fitted curve and
the empirical spots. The most appropriately fitted curve that
yields the minimum Euclidean distance among all types of
theoretical curves is selected.
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(20)

Figure 6 shows the scatter plot of each of the following
cross-correlation coefficients versus d : SF, KF, DS, ASA, and
ASD. We observe that the variation of these coefficients along
d follows opposite trends that also appear symmetric with
respect to d = 0. More specifically, the cross-correlation of all
LSPs except ASD increase when d is larger for d < 0 and
decrease for d > 0. These observations indicate that when the
MS approaches the position with equal distance to the RS and
BS, that is, when d tends to be 0 dB, strongly correlated
components may appear with high probability. Furthermore,
when | d | increases, that is, when the MS moves closer to the
RS than to the BS, or vice versa, less cross-correlation appears
with high probability. Analytical models of the crosscorrelation of the LSPs with respect to d , which have been
identified as the best fitted theoretical curves, can be written as
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Table 3. Extracted parameters for ρ LSP (d ).
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A

B
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Fig. 6. Cross-correlation coefficients of LSPs of BS-MS and RSMS links versus d : (a) SF, (b) KF, (c) DS, (d) ASA, and
(e) ASD.

Table 3 also shows the parameters used for the models.
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Fig. 7. Cross-correlation coefficients of SSF of BS-MS and RSMS links versus θ: (a) maximum, (b) minimum, and
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ρ LSP (d ) = A ⋅ exp{− d / B}.
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2. Cross-Correlation of SSF
Theoretically, the CIRs calculated based on the measured
baseband data can be directly applied to compute the crosscorrelation coefficients ρ hBM hRM (τ n ,τ m ) for the BS-MS and
RS-MS links. However, in reality, the CIRs may be imperfect
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Table 4. Extracted parameters for ρSSF (θ ) .
Parameter

A

B

Maximum

–3.32×10-2

0.640

Minimum

3.52×10-2

–0.644

Standard deviation

-2

–2.26×10

0.417

Table 5. Extracted parameters for ρSSF (d ) .
Parameter

A

B

Maximum

0.624

5.1

Minimum

–0.618

4.32

Standard deviation

0.402

5.1

owing to the existence of the system response, the phase noise
attributed to the front-end chains in the TX and RX, and the
nonidentical antenna responses in the CIR observed. Thus,
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ρ hBM hRM (τ n ,τ m ) computed based on the measured CIRs may
be inaccurate. As an alternative, the estimates of the path
parameters obtained with the SAGE algorithm are used to
reconstruct the impulse responses of the channels. The
parameters of individual paths estimated using the SAGE
implementation are the delay, Doppler frequency, AoA, AoD,
and the polarization matrix of the path. The CIRs are
reconstructed using these estimates with a signal bandwidth of
100 MHz.
Figure 7 shows the scatter plots of ρ hBM hRM ,max , ρ hBM hRM ,min ,
and ρ hBM hRM ,std versus θ, respectively. Theoretical curves fitted
to the empirical data are also plotted. It can be observed that the
maximum and standard deviation of ρ hBM hRM decrease, and
the minimum increases when θ increases. In addition, the
results not shown here owing to a limited amount of space also
demonstrate that the mean of ρ hBM hRM is close to zero with a
small variance regardless of θ. These observations indicate that
the distribution of ρ hBM hRM narrows and becomes more
concentrated in the vicinity of the zero cross-correlation
coefficients when θ increases.
The variations of ρ hBM hRM ,max , ρ hBM hRM ,min , and ρ hBM hRM ,std
versus d are depicted in Fig. 8. We can see that the variation
of these parameters along d follows opposite trends that also
appear symmetric with respect to d = 0. More specifically,
ρ hBM hRM ,max , | ρ hBM hRM ,min |, and ρ hBM hRM ,std increase when
d increases for d < 0 and decrease for d > 0. These
observations indicate that when the MS approaches the
position with equal distance to the RS and BS, that is, when d
tends to be 0, strongly correlated components may appear with
high probability. Furthermore, when | d | increases, that is,
when the MS moves closer to the RS than to the BS, or vice
versa, fewer cross-correlated components appear in CIRs with
high probability.
The analytical models of the cross-correlation of the SSF
with respect to θ and d can be written as

ρSSF (θ ) = A ⋅ log10 (θ ) + B,

(22)

ρSSF (d ) = A ⋅ exp{− d / B}.

(23)

In addition, Tables 4 and 5 list the parameters used for these
models, respectively.

VII. Conclusion
Measurement campaigns dedicated to a cooperative MIMO
channel characterization were conducted in residential areas in
the Republic of Korea using the rBECS system. The link
between a BS and MS and between an RS and the MS were
measured simultaneously in three measurement sites
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extensively. The cross-correlation models investigated include
large-scale parameters and parameters characterizing smallscale fading in the delay domain.
The experiment results were applied to the construction of
stochastic models that describe the statistics of the variation of
cross-correlation coefficients with respect to the following
geometrical variables: the angle between the direct BS-MS and
RS-MS links, and the relative distance, which is the ratio
between the length of the direct link between the BS and MS to
that of the distance between the RS and MS, represented in
logarithm form. These models demonstrated that the crosscorrelation coefficients of the two geometrical variables change
in different ways.
The behaviors of the cross-correlation coefficients with
respect to the geometrical variables were identified, and
theoretical curves were fitted to the empirical observations. The
resultant empirical models can be used to generate crosscorrelated components in multilink channels.
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